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Abstract
Systems of systems that collaborate for a common purpose are called cooperating systems. Typical
examples of novel cooperating systems are electronic health systems and electronic money transfer
systems but also critical infrastructures, such as future vehicular ad hoc networks and distributed
air traffic management systems. Business processes and technical workflows control the cooperation of the networked systems. Important safety and security goals of the applications, business
goals, and external compliance requirements create security obligations for such processes. These
processes must not only be secure, they must be demonstrably so. To support this, we present an
approach for security compliance tracking of processes in networked cooperating systems using an
advanced method of predictive security analysis at runtime. At that, operational models are utilized
for: (a) tracking conformance of process behavior with respect to the specification, (b) detection
of behavior anomalies which indicate possible attacks, (c) tracking compliance of process behavior
with respect to safety and security requirements, and (d) prediction of possible violations of safety
and security policies in the near future. We provide an extensive background analysis, introduce the
model-based conformance tracking and uncertainty management algorithm, and describe security
compliance tracking and model-based behavior prediction. We demonstrate the implementation of
the proposed approach on a critical infrastructure scenario from a European research project.
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1

Introduction

This article is based on previous publications [1, 2, 3] about our Predictive Security Analysis at Runtime
(PSA@R) approach. PSA@R observes the operation of processes and triggers mitigating actions in
case of deviations from the pre-planned process behavior, violations of compliance requirements, and
predicted critical states.
Systems of systems that collaborate for a common purpose are called Cooperating Systems (CS). In
general, CS are specific networked systems of systems which are characterized by freedom of decision
and loose coupling of their components [4]. The cooperation between these systems is often controlled
by technical workflows and business processes. Business processes as such are the most important assets
of enterprises and thus security compliance tracking of these processes is required. Furthermore, security
breaches might violate safety properties, which are, in particular, in case of technical processes in critical
infrastructures, of utmost importance for the operators and users of these infrastructures, e.g., in vehicular
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ad hoc networks and air traffic management systems. Processes in such CS must not only be secure, they
must be demonstrably so. Formal security models are thus needed to be able to convince others of the
security of a system [5].
Therefore, our PSA@R approach is based on a formal security model. A runtime check, whether
the observed processes in CS behave according to the given rules, allows a timely decision and thus
enables proactive reactions for risk and impact mitigation. The knowledge on expected process behavior in process-aware CS can be utilized to detect anomalies. Anomalies can be found by tracking the
conformance of a running process to a formal operational model of the process control flow based on
the observation of the events from the CS. A deviation of observed process behavior compared to the
planned (prescribed) behavior, given by the process model and current state, indicates an anomaly. In
this case, uncertainty management is important to classify the anomaly, which can be caused by malicious activities but also by mistakes in the process model, adaptations of process behavior or faulty event
communication. For the prediction of close-future critical states, the process perspective on behavior of
CS taken by our approach is very important, because the limitations on control flows given by process
specifications [6] limits the nondeterminism and thus the state space explosion problems in behavior
prediction for such process-aware CS. Therefore, possible close-future process actions can be predicted
based on the operational process specification and the current process state as reflected in the model.
This knowledge about the expected behavior is used to predict upcoming critical states regarding given
security compliance rules.
The conceptual idea of PSA@R was first introduced in [1] and results of a first validation in context of business process security have been reported in [2]. This article mainly builds on [3], which
refined PSA@R by detailing the monitoring formalism, implementation, and evaluation of the approach.
Here, we provide important extensions to the previous work, in particular: (1) an extensive background
analysis, (2) a detailed description of the algorithms for process conformance tracking, uncertainty management and security compliance tracking, taking into account unexpected events as well as missing
events, and (3) new results on attack patterns detection by PSA@R in co-action with external complex
event processing and attack status evaluation components. In order to demonstrate how our model-based
runtime analysis is applied, we have chosen processes concerned with the control activity of a hydroelectric power plant in a dam that was analyzed in a European research project [7]. We show how compliance
monitoring can be used to observe system and process behavior, detect anomalies, and provide situational
awareness not only on the infrastructure level but also up to business process level and thus to implement
a holistic security strategy.
This article is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the background on model-based security
compliance tracking. Section 3 introduces the abstract representation of running processes from CS,
while Section 4 presents the process conformance tracking and uncertainty management algorithms.
Section 5 discusses the security compliance tracking algorithm used to identify and predict critical states.
Section 6 describes the adaptation of the approach to a specific industrial scenario as well as application
experiences. Concluding remarks and the discussion of future research are given in Section 7.

2

Background and Related Work

What you can not measure, you can not manage. Thus, security management not only requires modelbased methods during the development of secure systems but also security compliance tracking at runtime. The work presented here combines specific aspects of security analysis with generic aspects of
process monitoring, simulation, and analysis. The background of those aspects is given by Security
Information Event Management (SIEM) technology and process security analysis.
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Security Information and Event Management. SIEM technology provides log management and
compliance reporting as well as real-time monitoring and incident management for security events from
networks, systems, and applications. To that end, one objective of the work presented in this article is,
to bridge the gap between high-level security measurements and data gathered by SIEM engines, like
OSSIM [8] and Prelude [9]. OSSIM detects events at the network layer and stores respective attributes
like IP address or port number in a relational database. While it is possible to link these attributes to a
security information model, neither OSSIM nor Prelude support reasoning over gathered data or model
extension. A concise overview of current SIEM systems functionalities is presented in [10]. In [11], current threats are identified and advanced monitoring techniques such as file integrity monitoring, database
activity monitoring, application monitoring, identity monitoring, and user activity monitoring are discussed. In [12], some challenges with respect to collecting and analyzing additional data sources and
forensic analysis are outlined.
In the case study of this article we consider a critical infrastructure which is controlled by a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. Compared to traditional IT systems, securing
SCADA systems poses unique challenges. In order to understand these challenges and potential dangers,
[13] provides a taxonomy of possible cyber attacks – including cyber-induced cyber-physical attacks on
SCADA systems. Specific SCADA related security problems are discussed in [14].
In general, SIEM systems usually do not have knowledge of the application processes, thus lacking
the connection between the reported security problems and the affected critical processes. The main
feature of our approach is that we use cross-level process models to evaluate the security compliance of
networked CS at runtime foresighted, thus enabling proactive response adapted to the situation.
Process Security Analysis. The business process perspective on security has to face cross-cutting issues and also fairness considerations. Responsibilities are not always centralized and infrastructures are
often multi-purpose and partly not physically controlled by the process owner. Models of processes are
often not available or outdated.
A formalized approach for security risk modeling in the context of electronic business processes is
given in [15]. It also concerns simulation aspects, but does not incorporate the utilization of runtime
models. A model-driven approach focusing on access control for business process models is provided
in [16]. It allows for the annotation of security goals to business process models, the validation of
annotated process models using model checking and the generation of configuration artifacts for runtime
components. Runtime analysis of security properties is not addressed by this approach.
Two approaches that focus on security models at runtime are given in [17] and [18]. The first approach proposes a novel methodology to synchronize an architectural model reflecting access control
policies with the running system. Therefore, the methodology emphasizes policy enforcement rather
than security analysis. The second approach discusses the integration of runtime and development time
information on the basis of an ontology to engineer industrial automation systems.
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) applications process events from networked CS in real-time
in order to identify critical business key performance indicators, get a better insight into the business
activities, and thereby improve the effectiveness of business operations [19]. In contrast to business
process monitoring and BAM - which is usually applied directly by the Business Process Management
(BPM) system itself - PSA@R uses (correlated) events from all directly and indirectly involved systems
cross logical layers and thus can also evaluate cross-cutting concerns.
Formal methods, such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), state-charts, and related formalisms have
been used for runtime monitoring of CS in [20, 21]. However, this work is mainly aiming at error
detection, for example, concurrency related bugs. A classification for runtime monitoring of software
faults is given in [22]. [23] analyzed a class of safety properties and related enforcement mechanisms that
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work by monitoring execution steps of some target system, and terminating the target’s execution, when
an operation would violate the security policy. Extensions of this approach are discussed in [24], where
it is proposed to integrate a local monitor component into a grid computational service architecture.
Patterns and methods to allow for monitoring security properties are developed in [25, 26, 27].
Different categories of tools applicable for simulation of business processes including process modeling tools are based on different semi-formal or formal methods such as Petri Nets or Event-driven Process
Chain (EPC) [28, 6]. Also, some general-purpose simulation tools such as CPNTools [29] were proven
to be suitable for simulating business processes. The process mining framework ProM [30] supports
plug-ins for different types of models and process mining techniques [31]. Process mining techniques
for analysis of large data sets and data streams aim to extract valuable process information building on
techniques from data mining and machine learning, where knowledge discovery from data is mostly
based on various statistical methods [32]. Process mining can be seen as a specialization of data mining
for the discovery of implicit process knowledge in process flows. Many research efforts in this area are
concerned with identification of unknown control-flow of processes. In addition, conformity of operating records to existing process models and possible improvements in processes are examined. Security
topics in BPM seem orthogonal to the use cases and key concerns [33].
Conversely, the approach proposed here builds on on-the-fly dynamic simulation and analysis on the
basis of operational Asynchronous Product Automata (APA) models introduced in [4]. This includes
consideration of the current process state and the event information combined with the corresponding
steps in the process model. In [1], the first publication on PSA@R, it was proposed to use APA to
specify meta-events that match security critical situations in order to generate alerts. However, since this
turned out to be slow and not easily usable by end-users, PSA@R now uses monitor automata [3] to
specify the operational security requirements for compliance tracking at runtime.
Randell [34] introduced the term judgemental system for a system that makes a judgement that the
activity or inactivity of an observed system constitutes failure. With respect to the exhaustive survey of
approaches in the field of BPM given in [33], the compliance tracking approach of PSA@R supports the
check conformance using event data approach, where information from the process model and the event
data is used to identify deviations of runtime behavior of observed CS from expected behavior. A similar
approach is described in [35] but the focus is on quantification of inconsistencies by the formation of
metrics. The framework presented in [36] on runtime compliance verification for business processes is
considered as complementary to the work on security compliance tracking presented here.
The term security-by-design is often used for model-based methods that aim to enhance the security
of systems. However, in the currently used systems for run-time security monitoring such a model-based
way of thinking is not yet established. Thus, PSA@R forms a novel supplement and a link between
the above mentioned methods. We show that models can be utilized during runtime for the following
purposes: (1) Anomaly detection with respect to behavior anomalies which indicate possible attacks,
(2) compliance control with respect to explicit violations to security policies, and, (3) prediction of
critical situations with respect to safety or security in the near future.

3

Abstract Representation of Running Processes

In our PSA@R approach, the operation of processes in CS is observed by analyzing events received
from these systems. The core idea is, to utilize the knowledge about the specified control flow of the
observed processes to detect anomalies and compliance violations. This complements existing methods
which normally use only statistical informations derived by historical behavior analysis. Events from
the observed systems are first filtered according to their relevance to the analysis and then mapped to an
abstract representation that fits to the process model. Modeling - in this context - means to represent the
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events and processes in CS in terms of mathematical objects that reflect the observed properties [37].

3.1

Event Model

A stream of events characterizes one specific execution trace of the observed system. This trace is
a shuffle [38] of the traces of the executed process instances. The event model determines the internal
mapping for the runtime events defined by an event schema. To reduce the complexity, only data required
for the analysis or in generated alarms should be used in the model. Formally, it is assumed that an event
represents a letter of the alphabet that denotes the possible actions in the system.
Definition 1 (process instance projection). Let P denote a finite set of process instances i of some process
with i ∈ P and let Σi denote pairwise disjoint copies of Σ. The elements of Σi are denoted by ei and
Ṡ
ΣP := Σi . The index i describes the bijection e ↔ ei for e ∈ Σ and ei ∈ Σi . Now the projection π
i∈P

identifies events from a specific process instance i. For i ∈ P, let πiP : Σ∗P → Σ∗ with

e | er ∈ Σi
P
.
πi (er ) =
ε | er ∈ ΣP \ Σi

This is similar to the notion of a correlation condition [39] that defines which sets of events in the
service log belong to the same instance of a process.
For effective use of PSA@R, it is necessary that a process instance projection is possible for each
event. In many applications, a process instance identification is directly available as an attribute of the
event. Sometimes, a set of attributes identifies the process instance. However, - particularly in processunaware systems - the assumption about pairwise disjoint alphabets is not always valid. If the event
data contain redundant or irrelevant attributes, a proper subset of attributes for use in model construction
has to be selected. In order to avoid state space explosion problems, the coarsest abstraction that still
contains all security relevant information should be used [3].
Event mapping
Latest raw event

Latest abstract event

Get next event and map it to event model
Raw event fits
to event model
[true]

[false]

Discard/Log event

Event log

done

Figure 1: Event mapping algorithm (rectangles with rounded corners denote actions; rhombs denote
conditions; trapezia denote data)
The algorithm used by PSA@R to filter the events that is shown in Figure 1 first reads the next
event e from the observed system’s event stream. If e does not fit to the event model, that is, e ∈
/ ΣP
(cf. Definition 1), then the event e is unknown, that is, it does not fit to the event schema used for the
mapping. Depending on the audit requirements, the event will be discarded or logged. If the event fits to
the model, it is transformed to the respective abstract event. In [40], it has been shown that more complex
mapping schemes, e.g., duplication of abstract events, can be useful for specific evaluations.
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Process Model

The behavior of a discrete system can be formally described by the set of its possible sequences of
actions. This allows to define security requirements as well as to verify such properties, because for these
purposes sequences of actions of the system have to be considered [41, 42]. PSA@R does not depend on
a specific formal method chosen for model representation. However, the method must allow to compute
the possible behavior (Reachability Graph (RG) or Labelled Transition System (LTS) [37]) from the
model. For example, APA [4, 43], Petri nets [37], π-calculus [44], or B [45] meet this requirement.
In this work, we considered the system behavior at the abstraction level of the processes executed by
the CS. In particular, we used a formal process model given by an APA representation, which is utilized
to reflect the current state of the CS. This model provides the basis for the prediction of close-future
actions. Formally, the behavior of an operational APA model is described by a RG.
Definition 2 (reachability graph). The behavior of an APA is represented by all possible coherent sequences of state transitions starting with initial state q0 . The sequence
(q0 , (e1 , i1 ), q1 ) (q1 , (e2 , i2 ), q2 ) . . . (qn−1 , (en , in ), qn )
with ik ∈ Φek , where Φek is the alphabet of the elementary automaton ek , represents one possible sequence
of actions of an APA.
State transitions (p, (e, i), q) may be interpreted as labeled edges of a directed graph whose nodes
are the states of an APA: (p, (e, i), q) is the edge leading from p to q and labeled by (e, i). The subgraph
reachable from the node q0 is called Reachability Graph of an APA.
The operational models can be derived from existing process specifications, such as EPC specifications, Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) specifications, or Petri nets. In process aware
systems such a specification can also be derived by process mining tools [30].
Example 1. An EPC process specification provides the control flow structure of a process as a sequence
of events and functions [6]. In an APA model that is derived from such a process specification, the set
of possible output events of a process function can be used as the alphabet of the elementary automaton
representing the function [2]. So the interpretation i is the output event. An example for a state transition
is
(p, (transfer, event = 0 critical0 ), q).
The parameters of this state transition are the state p, the tuple composed of the elementary automaton
transfer and its interpretation event = 0 critical0 , and the follow-up state q.
PSA@R uses the RG to predict the close-future behavior of the process instance. A subgraph of the
RG starting with the current state of the process instance can always be computed on-the-fly based on
the formal process model. The prediction depth is the depth of this subgraph starting from the current
state. In [6] Mendling presented an extensive metrics analysis on 2003 EPC process specifications which
revealed that the number of nodes a connector is in average connected to resulted in 3.56 for the mean
value µ and 2.40 for the standard deviation σ . This limits the effects of possible state space explosion in
process behavior prediction for such process-aware information systems.
Remark 1. If it is possible to compute the complete RG of a process model, then it is sufficient to compute
the RG only once, because all process instances of a specific process type have the same operational
model and so the RG of all process instances is the same up to the process instance identifier.
Remark 2. “Underfitting” the process description [31] would allow for behavior that can not actually
happen and thus would not only limit the prediction depth because of state space explosion problems but
would also lead to too many predictive alerts (false positives).
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Process Conformance Tracking and Uncertainty Management

Process conformance tracking is the capability to detect deviations of observed events from expected
events with respect to the current state of a process. Since in PSA@R the process knowledge is provided
by the process models, the specified model control flow can be compared to the actual observed behavior.
At runtime, the latest state of the process behavior model of the process instance i is synchronized
with the running process using the projection of the measured events to the respective state transitions
(p, (e, i), q) of the RG. Using this approach, operational models can reflect the state of process instances
in the observed CS and provide an abstract view of their runtime behavior. An anomaly is a deviation of
observed events from expected events with respect to the current state. Such anomalies in the behavior
can be caused by attacks on the observed CS but there are also other possible causes, such as changes in
process behavior, an incomplete process model or errors in the transmission of events.
Figure 2 depicts the PSA@R algorithm for conformance tracking by detection of anomalies such as
unknown, unexpected and missing events. If the process behaves not conformant to its model, then a
semi-automatic adaptation of the de-jure process model based on de-facto measured behavior at runtime
is applied. The steps in this algorithm are now described more formally.
Conformance tracking and uncertainty management
Latest state of process instance model

Latest abstract event
Check behavior anomaly
Abstract
event
expected

Adjust process model
Mode

[interactive]
[false (uncertainty mgmt.)]

[automatic]

Match predicted behaviour

[true]

Missing event

Anomaly

ok

Successful
match
[true]

[false]

Unexpected event

fail

Figure 2: Conformance tracking and uncertainty management algorithm ( rectangles with rounded corners denote actions; rhombs denote conditions; trapezia denote data)

Check behavior anomaly. Let RGP (q, d) denote the possible behavior B of the process P given by a
RG starting with current state q and prediction depth d, that is, the set of all possible coherent sequences
of state transitions of length less or equal d starting at q. It is further assumed that d > 0. The event e is
expected for process instance i, iff there is a transition (q, (, event = h(πiP (e))), q0 ) in RGP (q, 1).
Adjust process model. The user is expected to change the process specification, so that the event e
fits to the possible behavior in the current state q. For example, the user can decide to insert the abstract
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representation of the unexpected event e as well as necessary connections to the process specification.
This constitutes a belief change with respect to the de-jure process model.
Example 2. Figure 3(a) shows a situation where an event ex is received. It has already passed the check,
whether it fits to the event model, but it is not part of the process behavior in scope of the analysis.
Figure 3(b) shows a possible adjustment of the process model from Figure 3(a). In this case, the user has
inserted the new abstract event ebx = h(πiP (ex )) to the process model along with a connecting edge from
the current function.

eb1

eb3

eb2
e2

eb4

eb5

process
model
eb1

event
stream

ex

ebx

e2

ex

e1
past time

eb3

eb2

eb4

eb5

extended
process
model

event
stream

e1
past time

future time

(a) Event not expected in de-jure process model

future time

(b) Adapt de-jure process model to de-facto behavior

Figure 3: Treatment of unexpected events (ellipses in event stream denote observed events, whereby
filled ellipses e1 , e2 denote events that belong to the specific process instance i, i.e., e1 , e2 ∈ Σi ; ellipses in
process model denote abstract events w.r.t. an abstraction h used in the event model, e.g., eb1 = h(πiP (e1 ));
dotted arrows denote this mapping; rectangles denote process functions; solid arrows denote transitions;
dashed arrows denote possible transitions)
Match predicted behavior. Find a transition (p, (, event = h(πiP (e))), p0 ) in B. If this is successful,
then it is assumed that one or more events have been missed and the current process state is adjusted, that
is, q := p.
Example 3. Figure 4 depicts a situation where an event e4 is received but not expected in this state of
the process. However, an abstract event eb4 = h(πiP (e4 )) is part of a possible continuation of the process.
Thus, it is assumed that some event e with eb3 = h(πiP (e)) has been missed.
eb1

eb3

eb2
e2

eb4

eb5

process model

event stream

e4
e1
past time

future time

Figure 4: Map event to future state (filled ellipses e1 , e2 , e4 denote observed events of process instance i;
ellipses in process model denote abstract events w.r.t. an abstraction h, e.g., eb4 = h(πiP (e4 )); dotted
arrows denote this mapping; rectangles denote process functions; solid arrows denote transitions; dashed
arrows denote possible transitions; an event that could be mapped to the abstract event eb3 is missing)
Missing event. An anomaly which has been classified as a missing event has been detected and resolved. However, a missing event warning is raised.
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Unexpected event. An anomaly is detected which could not be resolved. An unexpected event alert is
raised.
Remark 3. In order to cope with the case of major deviations of observed behavior from the behavior
model it can be useful to add another step to the algorithm, namely, to search for the observed event e
in the process model and not only in the close-future behavior model. This could reduce the number of
alerts. This step is not added here because it is assumed that it is necessary to adjust the process model
in such cases.
Results of an application of this algorithm for fraud detection in mobile payment processes have been
reported in [46]. For further work, it is considered to integrate methods using metrics to quantify deviations from process specifications, such as the one described in [47], which is - like the work presented
in this chapter - based on the concept to represent system behavior by the set of traces generated by a
process.

5

Security Compliance Tracking and Prediction of Critical States

Security compliance tracking is the capability to apply a security model at runtime in order to identify
violations of security requirements. In order to provide this novel capability, [1] and [2] introduced an
approach for the validation of the actual security status of business process instances. [3] substantially
refined this concept by detailing the monitoring formalism, implementation, evaluation, and context of
the approach. Security requirements to be satisfied during process execution are formalized by a security
model, which must be derived systematically [48, 49, 50]. As a means for compliance tracking, we use
monitor automata [3].
Definition 3. A monitor automaton M consists of a set M of labeled states, an alphabet Λ of predicates
on RG state transitions, a transition relation TM ⊆ M × Λ × M , a set of initial states 0/ 6= M0 ⊂ M ,
and a set of accepting states M f ⊂ M .
Predicates of M are applied to state transitions (pi , (e j , ik ), ql ) of the RG.
Example 4. The predicate (, (, event = 0 login root0 ), ) is true if 0 login root0 is bound to the interpretation
variable event of the interpretation ik . No condition for the predecessor state pi , successor states ql and
the elementary automaton e j is given.
Monitor automata specify security requirements with respect to the behavior of a process. Accepting
states of monitor automata refer to security critical states, which trigger the generation of respective
alerts. Whenever the latest abstract event from the observed system matches an active state transition
of a monitor automaton this transition is executed. Each state of the RG of a process instance has an
associated monitor automaton state set that is computed during simulation. Security critical states are
reached whenever an accepting monitor automaton state becomes a member of such state set.
An external security status can be involved in the definition of a monitor automaton for exploiting
self- and environment awareness in the security reasoning. This supports the collaboration of several
security strategy processing components [51].
Prediction of critical states is the capability to predict violations of security requirements in the
near future. More precisely, if a state transition leads to a critical state in a monitor automaton within
the prediction scope of the process behavior then a so-called predictive alert will be raised. Figure 5
illustrates the respective part of the PSA@R approach that enables the runtime assessment of security
critical behavior. The steps of this algorithm are now described in detail.
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Security compliance tracking and prediction of critical states
Latest state of process instance model

Check security directives
Failure
found

Failure
predicted

System security status

[true]
Failure detected
[false]

[true]
[false]

Security alert

Failure predicted

Security warning

done

Figure 5: Security compliance tracking and prediction of critical states (rectangles with rounded corners
denote actions; rhombs denote conditions; trapezia denote data)
Check security directives. For runtime identification of security critical states and the prediction of
possible failures in the near future, the security compliance tracking algorithm uses on-the-fly checks
of predicates that express the required security properties in terms of state transitions in the current or
predicted behavior. Basically, predicates annotated at the edges of a monitor automaton are applied to
state transitions of the RG. Optionally, this check takes into account security status information provided
by external components.
Failure detected. If the predicate that expresses compliance requirements applicable in the current
state matches the current state transition and the state reached in the monitor automaton is marked as
critical state, then a security alert is raised because a security critical situation has been detected.
Failure predicted. If an applicable predicate matches the current state transition and some state of the
monitor automaton that is reachable by a path in the predicted behavior (within the prediction depth) is
marked as critical state, then a security warning (predictive alert) is raised. This signals that the current
situation might escalate to a security critical situation in the close future.

5.1

Alert Model

The alert generation used by PSA@R applies a mapping from state transitions of the security analysis
model onto security events, such as warnings, alerts or predictive alerts. The mapping can be configured
and currently supports Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) [52], OSSIM [8], and
the format used by the MASSIF project [53].
The security alerts are enriched by the information needed for further processing and fed into the
runtime environment for delivery to decision support and reaction systems.
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Case study: Security Compliance Tracking in Critical Infrastructure

The PSA@R approach has been implemented in a prototype called Predictive Security Analyzer (PSA).
In this section, we summarize our experience and lessons learned from an application of the PSA in a
critical infrastructure process control (on the example of a storage dam in a hydroelectric power plant) [7].
The PSA was deployed as a model management component of the next-generation SIEM architecture
MASSIF [53], to perform security event processing and anomaly detection on the business application
(service) layer. As shown in Figure 6, collection, normalization, and preprocessing of raw events from
the observed and managed CS were carried out by other MASSIF components, namely, Generic Event
Translation (GET) [7] and Complex Event Processing (CEP) [54]. The Attack Modelling and Security
Evaluation Component (AMSEC) [55] provided additional security status information. Alerts produced
by the PSA were forwarded to the Decision Support and Reaction (DSR) [56] system which implemented
countermeasure selection and response mechanisms.

Complex event
processing (CEP)

preprocessed
events

Predictive Security Analyser Core
Event mapping (Fig. 1)

Conformance
tracking (Fig. 2)

security
status

normalized
events
Generic event
translation (GET)

Security tracking (Fig. 5)

raw
events

Managed CS

network status

Security evaluation (AMSEC)

Alert generation (Sect. 5.1)
alerts
Decision support
& reaction (DSR)

policy adaptation

Figure 6: PSA process monitoring and security compliance tracking in next-generation SIEM (dashed
boxes denote optional external components, solid arrows denote event flow, dashed arrows denote context
information, dotted arrows denote alert processing)
The PSA consists of two main parts: the PSA Modeler that supports the specification of event models,
process models, and security models and the PSA Core that actually performs process security analysis
at runtime. The box “Predictive Security Analyser Core” in Figure 6 shows the integration of the algorithms for event mapping, process conformance tracking, uncertainty management, security compliance
tracking, prediction of critical states, and alert generation, which have been described in the previous
sections, in the PSA Core.

6.1

Critical Infrastructure Process Control

The critical infrastructure process control scenario is concerned with the control activity of a hydroelectric power plant representing a complex CS that consists of a number of components involved into power
production. These components include the dam storing the water to feed the hydro-power station, the
penstocks and gates enabling the water delivery to the hydroelectric turbine, specialized field sensors
controlling the state of the dam and devices, water flows, and other structural and geo-technical instrumentation data [57]. The storage dam of the power plant is remotely controlled by a SCADA system that
pushes automated or operator-driven supervisory commands based on information received from remote
stations. The SCADA system can be accessed using the control station located in the control room of the
power plant. Physical (RFID-based) and logical access controls should normally be deployed to secure
the control station.
We explored a combined misuse case encompassing administrator password theft, hazardous water
release operations and control station hacking [58] related to an insider attack on the control system of
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the storage dam. We considered an adversary as a disgruntled employee of the dam with a non-privilege
role (i.e., cleaning staff). The adversary has an RFID-badge allowing her to enter the control room.
The RFID badge provides the access control system with the information related to the identity and the
role of its owner. The adversary was able to gain in an illegal way administrative credentials needed
to login with administrator privileges at the dam control station that operates dam gates. The attack is
characterized by the following sequence of steps: (1) The adversary enters the control room using her
RFID badge; (2) The adversary logs into the control system using the stolen administrator credentials;
(3) The adversary issues a command to open the gate with the intent to discharge the dam’s reservoir.
Due to the unintended release of water, the attack can endanger people using the dam’s reservoir for
recreational activities. It also can result in the economic damage, due to the waste of water stored for
power generation. The specifics of this scenario is that the correlation of events generated by both
physical and logical security systems is required to detect an attack pattern [59, 3].
The emulated testbed that represented a dam being controlled by means of a SCADA system was
provided for the simulation of this attack [58]. The event stream - reflecting processes that run in the
dam - was created using the DaMon SCADA application installed in the testbed [58]. An attack injector
was used to shuffle event traces representing attacks into the normal synthetic traffic generated by the
workload generator. The GET components collected different events from the dam testbed, such as
events from physical sensors (e.g., gate open, gate closed, SeepageFlowCheck ALARM), RFID access
control system (e.g., administrator authorized access, employee unauthorized access), and operating
system logs (e.g., login root), and parsed them for further processing by CEP and the PSA.
The PSA monitored the processes taking place in the control room to identify deviations between the
actual workflow and the expected one. Any deviation were seen as a possible path toward an attack [60].
In order to detect any undesirable deviations, we developed the process model incorporating various
security-relevant events collected by the GET framework. The behavior of the process was represented
by a RG (cf. Definition 2) consisting of 41 states and 294 state transition. The initial part of the RG is
depicted in Figure 7.
( ( event = administrator_authorized_access ) )
M-7
( ( event = login_root ) )

M-1

M-8

( ( event = surveillance_authorized_access ) )
M-4

( ( event = gate_closed ) )

( ( event = employee_authorized_access ) )

( ( event = gate_closed v
administrator_authorized_access) )

M-5

( ( event = gate_closed |
surveillance_authorized_access |
employee_authorized_access) )
( ( event = gate_closed |
surveillance_authorized_access |
employee_authorized_access) )

Figure 7: Initial part of the RG representing process behavior in the critical infrastructure (nodes denote
states of the RG (please note that the PSA prints the state q0 as M-1); edges denote transitions of the RG)
In order to define and monitor security conditions related to the misuse case using the PSA, we
employed monitor automata (cf. Definition 3). The box “Security compliance monitor” in Figure 8
depicts an example of a monitor automaton with four critical states, which indicate security compliance
violations in the critical infrastructure process control. In this scenario, the security compliance check
was supported by security status assessments provided by the AMSEC, which monitored the network
layer underlying the critical infrastructure management. It observed events representing changes in the
infrastructure and, based on the analysis of such events, provided a measure of the risk related to the
network configuration.
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Security compliance tracking and prediction of critical states using “Monitor2”
Latest state of process instance model

Check security directives
Failure
found

Failure
predicted

[true]

[false]

[true]
[false]

External Attack Modelling and Security Evaluation Component (AMSEC)

System security status

Security compliance monitor “Monitor2”

Failure
detected
Security
alert

(, (event =
0 administrator
authorized access 0 ), );

(, (event =
0 login root 0 ), );
login

Failure
predicted
Security
warning

authorized

unauthorized
(, (event? EPC
unauthorized access), );

1

login amsec alarm

3

(, (event =
0 gate open 0 ), );
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0 gate open 0 ), );
gate open

(, (event = 0 login root 0
& AMSEC check(
event, 101) = 0 false 0 ), );

2

gate open amsec alarm

4

done

Figure 8: Security compliance tracking and prediction of critical states in PSA (rectangles with rounded
corners denote actions; rhombs denote conditions; trapezia denote data; rectangles with rounded corners
and split line denote states in compliance monitor (current state is bold); double circles mark critical
states; edge inscriptions in compliance monitor denote predicates)
Example 5. We now consider a situation where the security compliance monitor “Monitor 2” has
reached the state authorized (cf. bold state in Figure 8). The predicate at the edge from authorized
to login amsec alarm represents the situation that a login as root happens during an insecure network
status. Formally, the predicate
(, (, event = 0 login root0 )& AMSEC check(event, 101) =0 f alse0 ), ) is true
if 0 login root0 is bound to the interpretation variable event and the function AMSEC check(event, 101)
that provides specific information about the attack status of the observed system is f alse. In this case the
attack status has been evaluated by the AMSEC. The AMSEC used 101 as an identifier for the metric of
the network security status and the function AMSEC check(event, 101) =0 f alse0 ) indicates an insecure
network status. In this case, the compliance monitor reaches the state login amsec alarm, which is
marked as critical state number 3.
By analyzing the received events, the PSA was able to predict possible failure scenarios and trigger
respective alarms. Response actions have been provided by the DSR system [61]. The reaction strategies
were defined as prompting administrator dual factor authentication (RFID re-authentication), triggering
an acoustic alarm, or forcing an automatic command on the dam, such as closing a gate. Besides the
standard fields, the IDMEF alarm event provided the monitor state, in this case 0 gate open0 , and an
information if the critical state was predicted or already reached (see Listing 1). Optionally, backward
references to the event that caused the alarm and the associated high level security goal could be included.
It is worth noticing that the PSA has a capability to determine how every observed alert refers to
(high-level) security goals set for a monitored system. In the PSA the backward reference of a security
monitor (monitor automaton) to the originating security goal is provided by the corresponding project
description. Figure 9 shows the PSA project description of the critical infrastructure scenario. In particular, the security monitor “Monitor2” (cf. Figure 8) is linked to the security goal “Supervision”. In the
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<IDMEF−Message>
<A n a l y z e r a n a l y z e r i d = ” 0 ” name= ”PSA”
m a n u f a c t u r e r = ” h t t p : / / www. s i t . f r a u n h o f e r . de ”
model= ”PSA” version= ” 3 . 0 . 9 1 6 ” c l a s s = ” C o n c e n t r a t o r ” ostype = ” L i n u x ”
o s v e r s i o n = ” 3.1.10 −1.19 − desktop ”>
<Node c a t e g o r y = ” unknown ”><name>t u x</ name></ Node>
<Process><name>psa</ name><p i d>19302</ p i d><path>/ l o c a l / a c l 9 0 / c l i m</ path>
</ Process>
</ A n a l y z e r>
<CreateTime ntpstamp= ” 0xd563683d . 0 x00000000 ”>2013−06−12T23:35:57 +02 : 0 0
</ CreateTime>
<C l a s s i f i c a t i o n t e x t = ” M o n i t o r Automaton ” />
<A d d i t i o n a l D a t a t y p e = ” x s d : s t r i n g ” meaning= ” M o n i t o r S t a t e ”>gate open
</ A d d i t i o n a l D a t a>
<A d d i t i o n a l D a t a t y p e = ” x s d : s t r i n g ” meaning= ” P r e d i c t e d ”>t r u e</ A d d i t i o n a l D a t a>
</ IDMEF−Message>

Listing 1: IDMEF alarm event

current implementation of the PSA the security goal is an unstructured file containing a human readable
explanation of the goal, in this case: ”All critical actions have do be supervised”. This should be refined
to a structured representation of the respective security directive as proposed in [51].

Figure 9: Project tree of critical infrastructure scenario in PSA

6.2

Lessons Learned

Based on the experiences with application of an early prototype of the PSA in a logistics scenario [2], we
have applied the PSA tool in several use cases, each of which allowed us to examine a particular aspect of
PSA@R in a realistic industrial setup [61]. Besides the critical infrastructure scenario described above,
the PSA has been evaluated in other industrial domains, e.g., in managed enterprise service infrastructures [59], mobile money transfer services [46], and Olympic Games IT infrastructure management [62].
The realized test setups targeted different, domain-specific security issues and varied in complexity in
terms of process security tasks, but as a whole covered all steps of the security analysis cycle enabled by
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the PSA. The main problem we faced during the adaptation of the PSA to the provided use case scenarios
is that none of them a priori involved either process-aware information systems or process specifications.
Thus, a point of particular interest regarding these industrial setups is exploitation of process-aware security compliance tracking, as provided by the PSA, in “process-unaware” CS that can often be seen in the
wild. In the critical infrastructure scenario we solved the problem of the missing process specification together with the application provider by assuming that there exists only one business process and only one
process instance and that every abstract event belongs to that process instance. The application provider
had access to the system that generated the events and so it was possible to adapt the generated events to
the needs of abstract representation of the running processes. The process behavior (cf. Figure 7) was
then learned by repeated application of the uncertainty management algorithm described in Section 4 in
interactive mode on an event log.
In a simulation of the critical infrastructure misuse case described above, the PSA generated a warning before the water level decreased significantly. The warning could then be used to reconfigure the
system to deny the access of the suspicious user to the control machine [61]. In a simulation of another
misuse case, where the adversary compromises water level sensors of the dam, the PSA managed to
generate a warning before an alarm condition, due to incoherence in measurement data, was reached on
the dam control system. In this misuse case, the PSA detection can be used to trigger external reaction
systems to send reprogramming commands to the managed system before the attack is completed [61].

7

Conclusion and Research Directions

The approach for runtime security analysis presented in this article enables security compliance tracking of processes in networked CS. This capability is based on models of events, process behavior, and
security compliance requirements. Our extensive background analysis has shown that in the currently
used systems for runtime security monitoring a model-based way of thinking is not yet established. Our
approach PSA@R forms a novel supplement and a link between the established methods in data mining,
machine learning, predictive analytics, complex event processing and process mining. PSA@R provides
security analysis at runtime exploiting process behavior models, which enables on-the-fly security compliance checks and prediction of close-future violations of security requirements. Building on previous
PSA@R publications [1, 2, 3], this article contributes, in particular, the conformance tracking and uncertainty management algorithm describing the behavior of PSA@R in case of unexpected or missing
events. Furthermore, the integration of runtime knowledge about the external security status in the security compliance tracking is demonstrated by an industrial application of critical infrastructure process
control. This knowledge enriches the security model and enables exploitation of additional security status
assessments from other systems in the compliance monitor automata used for security reasoning. The
proposed integration of process behavior simulation and runtime monitoring allows for early security
warnings and predictive alarms on possible security critical states in close future.
We have shown that utilizing a model of the prescribed process behavior and the respective compliance rules supports an intelligent security management life-cycle. The process owners can: (1) assess
the achievement of the process objectives, (2) determine and predict deviations from the planned (prescribed) behavior, (3) monitor and audit the ongoing process regarding the security policies, (4) assess
the treatment of incidents, (5) identify weak points in the process flow and so plan corrections of the
process flow. At that, we do not intend to diminish the significance of security-by-design. Our work is
aimed as a critical add-on in order to address the dynamics of electronic business processes. In combination with other novel applications, PSA@R enables anticipatory impact analysis, decision support and
impact mitigation by adaptive configuration of countermeasures to implement holistic security strategy
management. In [51, 63], we proposed a security strategy meta model that consolidates the necessary
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information. It incorporates business goals and the identified important assets, compliance requirements
that create obligations for security management, runtime events, system security status, as well as risk
and countermeasure assessments. A prototype of PSA@R has been implemented and evaluated in important industrial scenarios [3, 61]. This has proven that model-based analysis is applicable and fast
enough for security compliance tracking of processes at runtime. Further results, where we compared
PSA@R with state-of-the-art fraud detection approaches, indicate that we can achieve better recognition
performance [40]. For further research, we plan to integrate methods, such as the one described in [47]
using metrics to quantify deviations from process specifications.
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